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Bry-Air, the leading manufacturers of Dehumidifiers,
is participating in India Warehousing Show 2012.
The exhibition will be held at India Expo Centre,
Greater Noida from 26th April to 28th April 2011. BryAir will be present at C-43A,.
Compact Dehumidifier

Bry-Air, the leaders in Moisture and Humidity Control, announced its participation in India Warehousing Show
2012 Exhibition. Come and discuss the solutions for moisture and humidity control for your warehouses with our
Airgineers.
Humidity control is a major challenge to fight in warehouses; it can cause organic (fungus, mold, mildew) or
inorganic corrosion in storage goods. Whether its storage of costly Electronic goods, Engineering goods,
Automobile components, Bulk food storage, processed food or fruits and vegetables if proper climate conditions
are not maintained it can lead to organic and inorganic corrosion. Corrosion causes billions of dollars in loss
every year for the whole industry.
Warehousing industry has witnessed a sharp rise in recent years and now holds a crucial position in Indian
economy. The growth potential of this sector is huge. Businesses utilize warehouses for various issues such as
storage, value addition and other purposes.
To provide an edge on to the Cold store chains, Bry-Air has come up with Sorbtion technology based humidity
control equipment. The equipment helps in eliminating some of the typical problems faced by cold storage like
high defrosting & frosting cost, wet floors, fogging, packing damage, icing on walls, doors, floors, conveyors and
evaporator coils to name a few. These problems mainly arise due to frequently opening of doors.
However, the most practical solution to tackle challenges while maintaining efficiency of freezing equipment is to
incorporate sorbtion based humidity control equipment in the system, which will help cold storage owners to
reduce annual operational costs, improve sanitation in warehouse, independent temperature control, increase
productivity as well as worker's safety. For free consultation on humidity related problems, visit us at Hall No. 5,
Stall No. C 43A.
Bry-Air will showcase it's Compact dehumidifier (FFB series), which is the smallest answer to all massive
moisture problems. The Compact Dehumidifier removes moisture through a process of continuous "physical
adsorption". They are effective in terms of space occupied and energy billing.
About Bry-Air
Bry-Air offers moisture control solutions for a wide array of applications. Bry-Air is a global solution provider for
complete environmental control with a specialization in humidity control, drying, storage, preservation, air and
gas purification and resin drying and conveying, supported by state of the art facilities, worldwide operations
and customers in almost every industry.
It specializes in designing and manufacturing the desiccant based engineered dehumidification systems

capable of handling applications such as Food Processing, Bulk food storage, fruits & vegetable storage, Cold
Stores, Chemical Storage, Engineering goods storage, Electronics & Semi-conductors storages, Processed
food storage, Meat Poultry & Seafood storages, Automobile component storage, Electrode storages and
hundreds of other item storage where humidity control is essential to manage. Bry-Air has always been in the
forefront of technology and innovation through extensive R&D in moisture control, air treatment and
optimization of energy.

Bry-Air (Asia) has plants in Malaysia, China and representative offices in Middle East, South Africa,
Philippines, Thailand, Italy, Korea, Japan and Australia. The company’s range of products find
application globally across 40 countries including South East-Asia, China, CIS countries, Indian
subcontinent, West Asia, Middle East and Africa including South Africa and Australia as well as USA
and Japan.
To learn more about Bry-Air (Asia), it's products and solutions,
Visit us at www.bryair.com
Email us at: bryairmarketing@pahwa.com

